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_ FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS 
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371 1 and a Wing motor for changing the orientation of the Wing. 
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(87) PCT Pub‘ NO‘: W000/20895 desired change in the orientation of the Wing using the 
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actuating the Wing motor to produce the desired change in 

(30) Foreign Application Priority Data _ _ _ _ _ _ 
the orientation of the Wing. The Invention also Involves an 

Oct. 1,1998 (GB) ........................................... .. 9821277 apparatus for Controlling a Streamer positioning device 

(51) Int. Cl.7 .............................................. .. B63B 21/66 including means for obtaining an estimated velocity of the 

(52) US. Cl. ...................................... .. 114/244; 114/253 streamer positioning device, means for calculating a desired 
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114/253> 162> 163 velocity of the streamer positioning device, and means for 

actuating the Wing motor to produce the desired change in 
(56) References Cited _ _ _ 

the orientation of the Wing. 
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